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Proceedings: Fourth International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, St. Louis, Missouri,
March 9-12, 1998.

FOUNDATION DAMAGE OF STRUCTURES IN KOBE EARTHQUAKE
AND REMEDIATION
Tamotsu :Vlatsui
Osaka University
Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

Paper No. SOA-8

ABSTRACT
In this paper, foundation damage of structures in the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu Earthquake was ovcrvicwcd, mainly focusing on that of
bridges and elevated highways, port and harbor facilities and bui!Jings. Tiu.:n, the remediation methods and works for damaged foundations
were surnmarit:ed, together with illustrating some examples. Finally, essentials of rdated subjr.:<..:ts and suggestions on seismic design and
remediation for foundations of structures were summarized for a further study.

KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The 1995 Hyogokcn-Nambu Earthquake (MnviA::::7.2), with lts
epicenter located at north oft he Awaji Island, was the largc~t to
occur so far in a highly urhan area, killing more than 6.000 people.
The shock" resulted in extens1ve damage to the infrastructures.
including highways. railways. port and harbor faciliti~s and so
on, as well as buildings. Mo~t VISible damage was observed m
hoth the super- and/or sub-structures in the Earthquake, v.'hi!e
many foundations which supported the structures <:>uffcrcd
invisible damage.
Almost all damages to the infrastructures wen: rcmcdiatcd within
two years after the Earthquake. When we were faced with the
extent of destructive damages immediately after the Earthquake,
it was impossible for us to suppose that such a short-term
remediation of the infrastructure was possible. In contrast. the
complete remediation of the dcmwged buildings and houses has
not yet been achieved, because the fund availabk for private redevelopment and the problems of land ownership complicate the
remediation in private sector.
In this paper, firstly by focusing on the foundation damage of
structures, the general view of the damage in the Earthquake is
outlined, and then the remediation methods and works are
described. Finally, related subjects and suggestions on seismic
design and remediation for foundations of structures are discussed
for a further study.
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GENERAL VIEW OF FOUNDATION DAMAGE IN KOBE
EARTHQUAKE
Gent:ral Remarks
Various kinds of structures were damaged in the 1995 Hyogokcn:"Jambu Earthquake, such as bridges and elevated structures of
highways and railways ; port and harbor facilities as quay walls,
revdrnent~ and break-waters : huildings : underground structures
<1nd tunnds : eanh structures as embankments, retaining walls
and rem forced earths: lifeline facilities as systems of water supply,
sev. .'erage, electric power supply, telecommunication and gas
supply ; and landslides and slope failures in a wide sense.
Almost all earthquake damages of these structures were, in some
way. related with subsoils. That is, bridges and elevated structures
of highways and railways were affected hy liquefaction and/or
lateral spreading of ground through their foundation structures.
Port and harhor facilities were damaged hy liquefaction of
reclaimed fill and/or partial liquefaction of replaced sand layer
below quay wall. Buildings were affected by ground deformation
such as liquefaction, lateral spreading and settlement of ground,
and landslide. All the other structures were damaged by the
probkms directly related to subsoils and ground, including
damage due to liquefaction and lateral spreading of ground.
However, although most visible damage was occurred only in
the super-structures, it is very difficult to con finn the damage to
foundations of structures. It can be said even at the present time
that not enough data of foundation damage arc available, and it
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will not be possihle even in the future to fully grasp the general
view of foundation damage_

Foundation Damage of Bridges and Elevated Highways
Outline and Foundation Typt:s. The location map for damages of
super- and sub-structures of elevated highways is presented in
Fig. I. Highway routes which suffered extensive damage are I)
Hanshin Expressway No.3 Kobe Route, 2) Hanshin Expressway
No.5 Bay Route. 3) Meishin Expressway, 4) Chugoku
Expressway. 5) Harbor Highway and 6) Hamate Bypass of the
National Highway Route 2. Damage to the four highway routes
of I), 2), 5) and 6) was more severe, because they are located
near the area of very strong seismic intensity and were constructed
on soft alluvial deposits along the northern part of the Osaka Bay.
Among them. highw·ay routes of 2), 5) and 6) particularly were
constructed on reclaimed soft subsoils.

Foundations of structures can be roughly classified mto such four
groups as raft foundations. pile foundations, caisson foundations
and other foundations such as slurry wall foundations and st~el
pipe sheet pile foundations. All these types of foundations were
used to support bridges and elt.:vateJ structures of highways and
railways in the Hanshin area, while hoth raft foundations and
pile foundations were used to support port and harbor facilities.
buildings, sewage treatment plants. storage tanks and earth
structures.
The general view of foundation damage in the Earth4uake is
outlined below, focusing on that of bridges and elevated highways,
port and harbor facilities and buildings, because comparatively
large amount of data on their foundation damage arc available
(Commitlee on Countermeasures against Seismic Damage to
Highway Bridg(; m the Hyogoken-Nambu Earthquake l1995j;
Hanshin Expressway Public Corporation ll996J; Hanshin
Expressway Public. Corporation 3nd Hanshin Expressway
Administration and Technology Center [ !996J; Port and Harbor
Bureau, Port and Harhor Research Institute and the Third District
Port Construction Bun:: au. Minislry of Transporl f 1995-1996}:
Japanese Geotechmcal Society [19961: Commiltct: on
Investigation of the Great Hanshin Earthquake Disaster, the
Japanese Geotechnical Society li996J; Committee on Damage
Investigation to Building f-oundation in the Hyogokcn-Nambu
Earthquake, Architectural Institute of Japan, Kinki Charter
[ 19961; Japanese Association of Steel Pipe Piles fl9961).

•

The foundation types adopted for the above-mentioned six routes
severely d01maged are shown in Fig. 2. The majority (about 80%)
of the foundations for each route were pile foundations, mostly
GLst-in-place reinforced concrete bored piles of more than I min
diameter. In sorn~;: cases, large diameter steel pipe piles were
adopted. Caisson foundations were used for some long span
highway bridges spanning water-ways between reclaimed land
areas. whereas raft foundations were used for piers with relatively
lower hights or founded on shallow bearing layers.
Investization Methods for Foundation Damage. The soundness
of cast-in-place bored piles was inspected mainly by such three
method~ as direct observation of pile shaft surface, bore-hole
tckvision ( BHTV) system and non-Jc~tructi ve test (sonic integrity
test (SlT)) rndhod using the impact wave. The direct observation
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Fig.2 Foundation types
method gives most accurate damage condition, confirming
position and width of cracks on piles, but is ex: pensive and timeconsuming. Also, it is difficult to inspect deeper position ofpiks,
because excavation below fouling is needed, together with
temporary earth retaining structun.:s and/or cut-off walls. BHTV
gives good information to confirm cracks at deeper position of
piles, although it is costly and comparmively timc-cnn:-,uming.
\Vhercas. SIT has advantage on quickness and economy, but a
lower accuracy than in the other methods above-mentioned.
However. if original SIT data an; analytically processt:d to remove
some effects of rnulliple rellected wave'i caused hy footmg bast..~
or cracks at around the pik top, srr gives reliable information to
confinn cracks on piks.
Figure 3 ~how~ the results or damage 111\'l.!.';tig~Hion which W~.-'fe
carried out in the Hanshin Expressway ~ll. J Kobe Route, using
the three rm:thuds above-mentioneLI. The top-most figure show:;
the result of SIT including the effect of multiple rctlccting waves.
while the middle figure shows the result of SlT after removing
the effec£. The bottom figure shows the results by BHTV and
direct observation. By companng these results, it was confirmed
that SIT gives a reliable information.
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Cast in Place Bored Pile Foundation. Figure 4 illustrates an
example of investigatiOn results by BHTV for the heavily
displaced pile foundation located at ncar revetment in the Hanshin
Expressway No.5 Bay Rout~. '!be first horc-hole was drilled at
the center of I .5 m diameter pile. Several significant cmcks were
observed between the pile top and the bottom boundary of
reclaimed layer. This bore-hole met a :-:tcel reinforcmg bar of pile
at around 16m deep from the pile top, which -:uggested that the
pile deformed greatly. The second bore-hole was dnlled at a
position of 40 em apart from the cent~r of pile to the inland side.
This bore-hole reached vicinity of tht: pile tip, confirming many
cracks tn close contact along the whole pile. Because the whole
foundatio.n greatly displaced to the sea side. it is suggested that.
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Fig A Cracks on pile in heavily displaced rile foundation located
at near revetment
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Table I Rank or damage of CJ.St-ln-placc bored piles

Rank of damagr:

Routt:
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L
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b
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0 {09'o)
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Table 2 Criterion for judgmg rank of dam<Jge of piles
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Rank of Jamagt:

Damagt: to pile

"

Scnkment together wtth large rt:siduallateral displacement

Cracks wider than l mm
Cracks closer than l mrn

Fig.5 Cracks on pile in less displaced pile foundation
inland area

!oc~ued

at

at around the pile top. a set of tensile and curnprcssive stresses
occurn.:d at tht.: sea anJ inland sides of pile. respectively.
Figure 5 illustrates an example of investigation results hy BHTV
for less displaced pile foundations which \Vcre locJ.t..:d 31 inland
area of reclaimed land. f\:fany cracks in close contact were observed
along the pile within the redaimed layer, hut only a fcv,: ~ignificant
cracks at around the pile top. Consequently, the damage to this
pile was not severe. compared with the ahove-rncnlioned severely
damaged one.
Table I shows the damage condition of cast-in-place bored riles
for five expn:ssways/highways severely damaged except the
Harbor Highway_ The rank of damage in Table I is determined
based on a criterion for judging as shown in Table 2. The
percentages of piles with significanl damages, which belong to
the ranks of damage of a. b and c, are 0% for the Meisbin and
Chugoku Expressways, 16% for the Hanshin Expressway No.3
Kobe Route, while about 50%- for the Hanshin Expressway No. 5
Bay Route and the Hamate Bypass of the National Highway Route
2 as well as for the Harbor Highway, all of which are located on
reclaimed ground.
As for the remediation methods described in details later on, the
additional piles method was adopted in the latter three routes, while
not in the other routes. Consequently, it can he confirmed that the
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r~s1dual

b

Large

'

Closed cracks hy ht:nding

d

No damage or

displacement or widt: cracks by bt:nding

almost no t:rack.-;

foundation damage for these thr~.:c routes was comparatively more
severe, because the foundation piles on these three routes are
thought to he <>ignificantly affected by the liquefaction and lateral
spread1ng of reclatmed ground. There are no exceptions for
elevated structures hoth in the Port Liner and the Rokko Liner of
new rransit systems and in highway bridges connecting reclaimed
island::, to down town. all of which arc constructt:d on the
reclaimed subsoils.
Figure

shows the relationship between the residual lateral
\)f pters and the surrounding gmund on the Rokko
lsL:lnd, the Uozakiharna and the Fukachama in the Hanshin
Express\vay No. 5 Bay Route. It JS .<>een J.S a trend that the former
becomes greater as the latter increases. This is due to that
foundations located on liquefied ground not only lost the lateral
resistance of ground during the earthquake. but also suffered the
lateral flow pressure due to lateral spreading of ground.
(J

di~placcmenls

f'igure 7 illustrates a horizontal variation (west to east) of the
occurrence of crack on piles located on a reclaimed island of
Minarni-Ashiyahama, being based on damage investigation data
due to SIT. The foundations at the bOlh sides of Fig. 7 were located
at near the ends of island. The occurrence of crack was calculated
as the mean number of cracks m every 2m of pile length in a
foundation. The residual lateral displacement of foundations ,
which was obtained using GPS (Global Positioning System)
survey, is also shown at the top of Fig. 7. It should be noted that
most of higher occurrence of crack is distributed above the
boundary between reclaimed fill and natural deposit which is
indicated by a solid line, except the foundations ncar revetments.
For the four foundations which are located within 100m from
the ends of 1slands. very large residual lateral displacements are
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observed, and high occurrence of crack is confirmed Gvcn 1n
deeper position. Therefore, the degree of damage to cast-in-place
bored piles corresponds to the <~mount of lateral displacement of
the surrounding ground.
Others of Pile Foundation" As for pile foundation damage except
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casl-m-place hored piles for bridges and elevated highways, largediameter steel pipe piles were used particularly for cases of
foundations off shore or near shore where cast-in-place bored
plies were not suitable to be installed. The piers with steel pipe
pi lcs ( ¢ I m) of the elevated approa<.::h span to the Second Maya
Bridge arc the example, which were located on the West Jetty at
the Maya Wharf where the jetty revetment moved toward the sea
and the steel pipe piles were subjected to lateral flow pressure of
subsoils during thl' Earthquake. After direct observation and Xray inspt.'ction for approximately the top 2m of pile, it was
confirmed that the investigated steel pipe pile experienced no
damage. Many piers of the Port Liner located on the Port Island
were also supported by steel pipe piles of90 em in diameter. The
settlement of surrounding ground were about 50 em. For
!'.ignificantly tilted piers among them, damage investigation due
to direct observation and SIT was carried out. As a result, it was
also confinned that they had no damage.
On the other hand, although precast prestressed concrete (PC)
piles arc hardly used for foundations of bridges and elevated
highways, in a rare case (the Takaha Bridge) PC piles of 1.2 m in
diameter were used as foundations of bridge abutments. Through
direct observation of pile, it was confirmed that they were
damaged very severely. That is, cracks of more than 2 mm wide
and separation of concrete were caused on pile surface at the left
shore side of a river, while collapse of concrete with exposure of
PC steel wires and main steel reinforcing bars at the right shore
side. This implies that tensile and compressive stresses occurred
at the left and right shore sides on the pi lc suri·ace, respectively.
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Fig.7 Occurrence of crack on piles
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Designed pile kngth
Boundary between reclaimed fill and natural deposit

Raft Foundation. An t.:xample of damage to raft foundations was
in a "fly-over" structure on the National Highway Route 171.
Some cracks occurred in the pier around the footing which h~td
no damage. This damage was caused hy the seismic motion of
the superstructure. Another example of darnagt: to raft foundations
was found in an elevated approach span to the Kobe Bridge and
elevated structures in the Port Liner on the Jetty No. 4 of the
Kobe Port, which was supported on ;:m artificially reclaimed
ruhhle-mound layer (about 8 m in thickness). These raft
foundations settled and tilted due to the liquefaction of the
surrounding subsoils.
Caisson Foundation. Most of long ~pan bridges crossing open
waters or rivers arc supported on caisson foundations. These
foundations are constructed near a revetment or as a revetment.
Figure 8 illustrates a schematic drawing of typical damage to a
revetment and a caisson foundation. The foundation was subjected
to lateral earth pressure due to lateral spreading of the surrounding
subsoils caused by the collapst: of the revetment and/or
liquefaction during the Earthquake. Most damage to the
comparatively large caisson foundation which is located at ncar
revetment, such as those of the Kobe Bridge. the Portpia Bridge,
the Second Maya Bridge and the Nishinomiya-ko Bridge (eros.:.
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sectiOn ::iilC ; 15 m x ~0 m, 16m x 16m. 13 m x 16m and 13 m
x 40 m, respectively), was the movement and mclination toward
open water resulting from lateral tlow pressure acting on the
foundation due to the lateral spreading of subsoils. The lateral
movement and inclination of caisson of the Kobe Bridge were 31
-55 em and 0.5"- 0.9", respectively. No damage to the caisson
body was observed in those caisson foundations investigated by
BHTV system and direct observation by divers and TV.
However, for some of small-size caisson foundations which have
a diameter of several meters, some cracks were observed on the
caisson body itself. An example of this type of caissons is an
open caisson of foundation in the Hanshin Expressway No. 5
Bay Route. which was located at near revetment on the
Nishinomiyaharna. This caisson of 6 m in diameter moved
laterally by about 60 em affected by the collapse of revetment,
and suffered several crack:;; around the boundary between
reclaimed fill and natural deposit. Another example can be found
in caisson foundation~ of the Rokko Liner. The four caissons of
6 m in diameter, which were located at ncar revetment in the
Rokko Island, moved by 90 em (maximum), inclined by 1.26°
(maximum) and suffered som-.: c..:racks of 1 - 4 mm wide, as shown
in Fig. 9. Also, the five caissons of 4.5/5 min diameter, which
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Fig.8 Schematic drawings of typical damage to re\.'Ctmcnt and
caisson foundation
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were located on the Tobu Reclamation No.2, suffered some cracks
of 0.8- 11 rnrn (maximum in each caisson) wide.

~-value

Some damages of special foundations are similar to small-size
open caissons. That is , one ts a cais'5on of 6 m in diameter
combined with steel pipe piles of 609 mm in diameter, which
was the foundation of ahutment in the Fukae Bridge. This caisson
suffered some cracks of 2 mm wide. The other is a caisson type
foundation (called Shinso) of oval-shaped section (4.5 rn x 7 m)
which was the foundation of pier in the Rokko Liner. This
foundation suffered some cracks as shown in Fig. 10
Other Types of Foundations. Slurry wall foundations which had
a comparatively small cross section were used in the Hanshin
Expressway No. 5 Bay Route. For a few foundations which
support piers with fixed shoe in the superstructure among 13
foundations, some cracks which were not so significant were
observed on the foundation hody itself. Steel pipe sheet pile ( ¢
I m) foundations were used as underwater ones in the Harbor
Highway and the Nishinomiya Bridge, because they could also
serve as temporary coffering against sea water during
construction. No damage was observed on the foundations
investigated by direct observation.

Foundation Damacrc of Port and Harhnr Facilities
The location map for damaged port anJ harbor facilities is
presented in Fig. 11. It is seen that almost all quay \valls and
revetments in the Hanshin area suffered .;;;cvcrc damage.
Raft Foundation. ~lost of the damagl':s tn port and harhor facilities
were to gravtty-type structures of caissons or blocks. which may

Oval caisson type foundation
4.5mX70m
(m)

Fig.! 0 Cracks on caisson type foundation in Rokko Liner
fall under the category of raft foundations. A typical damage
condition and structural section of a caisson-type quay wall, which
is a 4uay wall of container wharf at the south side of the Rokko
Island, ts shown in Fig. 12. As for the damage to caisson-type
quay walls, the bteral displacement of about 3m in average and
about 5 m at the maximum occurred toward open water, together
with the sc1llerncnt of l to 2m and the inclination toward the sea.
It was mferred that these damage was caused by seismic inertial
force and earth pressure acting on caisson which arc greater than
the dcstgn ones, as well as the reduction of shear resistance with
excess pore pressure rise within both the reclaimed fill behjnd
caissons and the replaced >;and layer he low caissons. The effect

Ashiya
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I.egcnd
Damaged revetments
Heavily damaged
revetments
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before the eanhquake
after the eanhquake
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Fig.12 Typical damage condition and structural section of caisson,type yuay wall

of the latter on the displacement of the 4uay wall would be
approx1matdy two time~ dtsplacemenl due to seismic motion effect
only.
Pile Foundation. A typical damage to landing piers with stcd pipe
piles foundation ( 1558.8- 711.2 mm) is shown in f-ig. IJ. Since
the landing pier was constructed away from th~..: revetment. the
movement of the revetment wa" not directly affectt.:d to pile
deformation. All the piles were indcmcd toward the sea at almost
the same depth (x marks) which approximately coincides \Vith
position of the replaced sand layer he low the revetment. These
facts suggest, therefore, that these steel pipe pi!es deformed
suffering lateral flow pressure by the replaced sand layer within
which the reduction of shear resist~nce with excess pore pressure
rise occurred during the Earthquake. Another damage to a seawall
with precast PC piles foundation ( ¢ 35 em) existed on the Kanzaki
River in Osaka. These piles were installed in a liquefied alluvial
loose sand layer, followed hy some cracks around lhe pile top.
The sea wall tilted toward the river by 2 to 3 degrees. and its
crown subsided 30 to 40 em.

Foundation Damage of Buildings
The location map for damages of foundation of buildings is
presented in Fig. 14. It is seen that the foundation damage of
buildings were widely distributed in the Hanshin area. especially
many in Higashinada-ku and Chuo-ku of Kobe City and in
Nishinomiya City. Figure 15 illustrates the proportion of relative
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Fig.l3 Typical damage to landing piers with steel pipe pile
foundation
scttkrnent for both damaged pile and raft foundations. The
foundations of less than 200 rnm in relative settlement were more
than 50 rk, while those of more than 500 mm were less than lO%
for each foundation. All foundations of more than 200 mm in
relative settlemem had been restored in some way, while those of
less than 200 nun had partly been restored. Figure 16 illustrates
th8 relationship between relative settlements and pile diameters or
pile types. It should be noted that the damage of more than 500
mm in relative settlement was caused especially in piles of less
than 700 mm 10 lhameter nr in PC or PHC piles (Tamura ct al
11997])
In the foundation dnmagt.: of buildings. many destructively
dznnagcd cas..: historiG~ were availahlc, especially in PC or PHC
piks of comparatively small diameter. In such case histories, almost
all piles suffered effect of liquefaction and/or lateral spreading of
the surrounding grounll. A typical example damaged by
liquefaction and lateral spreading of ground is shown in Fig. 17
(Tokimatsu eta! [ 1997 J). This 11 stories building is SRC and RC
one with PC piles of 50 em in diameter, which was located at near
revetment in a reclaimed land in Ashiya City. Based on damage
investigation by BHTY and inclinometer, it was found that the
piles located at near revetment were severely damaged as shown
in Fig. 17. especially recognizing the rupture of PC piles at the
position of I 9-2.6 m from the pile top. Another example of
foundation damage of building, which was a 2 stories RC one
with PHC piles of 45 em in diameter, was available in the inland
area of the Port Island (Ohnishi eta! [1997]). Figure 18 shows the
distributions of the residual lateral displacement and the cracks of
piles, which were investigated by BHTV and inclinometer. The
rupture of both PHC piles was al.so recognized at the position of
2.5-3.0 m from the bottom of concrete slab. All cracks on piles
occurred in the reclaimed layer, and around the boundary between
the reclaimed layer and the alluvial layer, rounded and wide cracks
were recognized.
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Fig.l9 Schamatic drawings of reinforcement due to additional
pi lcs method
f:'a'>t-in-Place Bored Pile Foundation. Because there was no
example of completely damaged piles, almost all cast-in-place
hored ptles V.'ere reinforced or repaired by some ways described
below, but new foundations were rebuilt 1n a few rare cases.
Rcinforccm.;nt methods applic:d to damaged cast-in-place bored
pi k·s arc summarized hy the following four methods, some of which
selected in each case according to the damage of piles.
I) reinforcement by the additional piles method, in which the
surrounding ground is sometimes improved in combination
with adding piles.
2) reinforcement by high-pressure jet mixing methods, by which
the pile foundation is reformed like a raft foundation.
3) reinforcement hy ground improvements in order to avoid effects
by liquefaction of surrounding ground.
4) repair by injection to fill cracks with epoxy-resin or super fine
grained cement milk.
As for I), as shown schematically in Fig. 19, additional piles are
newly installt:d around damaged piles and a footing united with
the existing one is newly constructed. As for 2), a surrounding
ground around damaged piles is improved by high-pressure jet
mixing methods, in which pile group and the surrounding ground
are united like a raft foundation, as shown in Fig. 20. These methods
of I) and 2) were applied to cases where the piles were severely
damaged and the lateral resistance is not sufficient against design
seismic force according to a new earthquake-proof specification.
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off liquefied layl!r
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As for 3), pile group is surrounded by a wall executed by highpressure jet mixing method to cut off a liqucfit:d layer (reclaim~d
layer), and Fig. 21 shows an example applied in the Hanshin
Expressway No.5 Bay Route. It is also possible to improve a certain
area of surrounding ground of piles, to prevent the liquefaction.
These methods were applil!d to cases where lhe degree of damage
of piles was not so significant, but the lateral resistance of pile
group against design seismic force according to a new earthquakeproof specification was insufficient, if the effect of liquefaction of
the reclaimed layer has to be considered.
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As for 4), epoxy-resin or super tine grained cement milk is injected
into cracks through a bore-hole at the center of pile using a double
packer, as shown in Fig. 22. This method was applied to cases
where the damage of piles was smaller, having an enough loadcarrying capacity against design seismic force according to a new
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Fig.22 Repair method by injection of epoxy-resin or cement milk
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earthquake-proof specification, but steel reinforcements was in
danger of corrosion due to sea water through cracks. It should be
noted that the method of 4) was always applted in cases of
reinforcement methods of l) and 3).
Among these of reinforcement methods. the methods of I) and/or
2) were applied to remediation nf foundation piles in the Hanshin
Expressway No.5 Bay Route. the Harhor Highway. the Hamatt'
Bypass, the Port Liner and so on, all of which arc located on
reclaimed lands. Whereas. for remediation of damaged foundation
piles in the Hanshin Exprco;;sway No.3 Kohe Route which is located
on inland area. the reinforcement method of 1) or 2) v. .·as never
applied, but only the method of 4) was applied, ht::cause their
damage was not severe. The location of remediation in the Hanshin
Expressway No. 5 Bay Route m which the methods of I) and 3)
were applied arc illustrated in Fig. D.

Earth

pressure

I
(a) No reinforcement

':.(b) Rei-nforcement bY

.

~kut

wall

Fig.25 Concept of skirt wall method
were another alternative. A~ an example of reinforcement methods,
Ftg. 25 illustrates the concept of (he ski11 wall method to increase
the seisrruc lateral resi<;tance of foundation (Nagataki et al [ 19971).
Raft Foundation. i\·1ost of heavily damaged raft foundations or
infrastructures were removed and rebuilt by new foundations which
was designed by a new earthquake-proof specification, because it
is comparatively ..:asy to inves[igate the damage to raft foundations
and to remove them. Some examples of this are the raft foundations
in the elevated approach span to the Kobe Bridge and the Port
Liner on the Jetty No.4 of the Kohe Port.

Others of Pile Foundation : For steel pipe piles which have a
diameter of ahout 600-700 mm J.nd arc used as a foundation of
landing pier, and for precast PC piles, mos[ of damaged pile
foundations of infrastructures were removed and newly rebuilt
except for the case of buildings . For a PC pile ( ¢ 40 em)
foundation which was used as a storage tank foundatiOn, however.
a reinforcement method, in which the cracked pile top was wrapped
by carbon fiber sheets, was applied. together with injecting epoxyresin to cracks (Terada eta! [1996J)_ For this foundation. the
surrounding ground was improved against liquefaction by the
gravel drain method and additional SC piles were installed around
the reinforced piles to resist against seismic lateral force.

Some of lightly damaged raft foundations. in which some cracks
on the concrete were found, were repaired by injection to fill the
cracks with an epoxy-resin. An example of this injection method
is given for the raft foundation in the fly-over structure on the
National Highway Route 171.

As for the remediation of pile foundation of buildings, as shown
in Fig. 24, more than 70 %of the damages were restored by the
jacking-up method, in which press-in steel pipes or bearing plates
were used to provide a reaction force for jacking-up. For smallscale buildings. the injection by cement rmlk-ur epoxy-resin was
applied. The reinforcements such as steel pipe covering on piles

As for damaged gravity-type structures such as quay walls and
revetments in port and harbor facilities, four kinds of remediation
methods were applied as shown in Fig. 26. That is,
1) a method in which a new caisson is constructed in front of a
damaged one.
2) a method in which a new landing pier with steel pipe piles is
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Granulated slag
//'r/'0'
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b) Constrw.:ting new landing pier in front of damaged caisson

-ro

Fig.27 Example of reinforced raft foundation by deep mixing
method agamst liqudaction
earthquake-proof :;pecification is greater than the one before the
Earthquake.
As for the remediation of raft foundation of buildings. as shown in
Fig. 24, about 90 o/c of the damages were restored by the jackingup m(;thod. followed by injection and reinforcement. Fig. 27
illustrates an example of reinforced raft foundations, improving
the bearing layer by the deep mixing method to resist against
liquefaction. The ground improvement was executed by the high~
pressure jet IllJXing method, being arrayed in a lattice (Hira1 eta!
[19971)

Rqlaced sand

c) Returning damaged caisson ro the original position
Light weight gt:omatencd
Damaoed

Cement

Icai;son\ treated
I

,

sot!

Backfill

'

Rubbk mound~
Replaced sand

d) Earth pressure reduction behind damaged caisson

Fig.26 Remediation methods applied to damaged gravity-type
structures in port and harbor facilities
constructed in front of a damaged caisson.
3) a method in which a damaged caisson is returned to the original

position.
4) a method in which the eanh pressure behind a damaged caisson
is reduced by improving soils and using light gt:omaterials.
In all of these methods, some of countenneasures are also taken
among such measures to prevent liquefaction of backfills, to reduce
earth pressure acting on caisson walls and/or to increase friction
of caisson's bottom, because the design seismic force of a new
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Ca1sson Foundation As for comparatively large caisson
foundations, in 1,vhich the movement and inclination were occurred
wi lhout darnuge of caisson body, the surrounding ground around
ca1sson was improved to prevent the addJtJOnal caisson
deformation. Applied ground improv~ment methods were as
follows:
I) high-pre.'>surc jet mixing method.
2l gravel drain rncthod.
:'>)deep rntxing mdhod.
In some cases, a combination of these three methods was applied.
Figure 2S illustrates an typical example of remediation for damaged
caissons exccuteJ by a combination of ground improvement
methods of l) and 2) in the caisson foundations of the Kobe Bridge
and the Ponpia Bridge. The high-pressure jt!t mixing method was
applied to the ,ground in front of the caisson, while the gravel drain
method to the ground behind it.
As for small-size caisson foundations with some cracks in the body,
three kinds of remediation methods were applied. That is,
I) reinforcement by steel pipe sheet pile foundation.
2) reinforccmcm by cast-in-place bored piles.
1) reinforcement by improving the surrounding ground.
For I) and 2), the surrounded ground is sometimes improved in
combination. Figure 29 shows an example of reinforcement by
steel pipe sheet pile foundation, which was applied to the damaged
caisson in the Rokk.o Liner located at near revetment in the Rokko
Island. Figs. 30 and 31 show examples of reinforcement<> by castin-place bored piles and by improving the surrounding ground,
respectively. The former was applied to some damaged caissons
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1n Lhe Rokko Liner loccttcd on the Tobu Reclamation No.2, as
well as the one in the Hanshin Expressway No.5 Bay Route located
on the Nishinomiyahama. Whereas, the latter was applied to some
damaged caissons tn the Rokko Liner located on the Tabu
Reclamation No. 2. as well as the one com hi ned with steel pipe
piles in the Fukae Bridge.

SUBJECTS A:--JD

SUGGEST!O~S

FOR FURTHER STUDY

Liquefied layer

:-fon-liqu.::fied lay.::r

Soil i

[n the Kobe Earthquake, a great many of modern structures have
suffered destructive damage for the first time, as if it would be a
series of rupture tests of full-size structures. Therefore, many efforts
from the damage investigation to the design and execution for
remediation were made during a comparatively short period. In
the previous chapters, the foundation damage of structures and
remediatiOn methods in the Earthquake were overviewed, although
not enough data uf foundation damage arc available at the present
time. Consequently, many lessons can be drawn for a further study
lo develop the earthquake-proof technology, while there still
remain many subjects which need more discussions for complete
solutions. Essentials of related subjects and suggestions on seismic
design and remediation for foundations of structures arc
summarized below for a further study.

Relevance to

Fig.30 Remediation of sma1!-m~e caisson in Rokko Liner by- castin-plo.ce bored piles wrth improvement of surrounding
ground
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Fig.31 Remediation of srnall-'iize caisson in Rokko Liner hv
improving surrounding ground
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Sei~mic

Des ion

I) Establishment of reasonable seismic design as a whole 5ystem
of stillcture. Schemes of remediation for severely damaged bridges
and elevated highways were macle inderendcntly for superstructure, -;uh-<;tructurc and foundation. The mutual effects of these
remediation <>Chemes on the seismic design as a whole structure
need to he discussed, hut this is not sufficiently achieved. Therefore,
in future, the seismic hchavior of n whole structure in which the
super-~tructurc ami foundation are considered ns a unit should be
elucidated, followed by e.stablishing a reasonable seismic design
method as a whole system.
2) Establishment of limit state design for seismic defonnation of
structure foundations. With the Eanhquakc as a turning point, the
checks for not only seismic resisting force but also deformation
performance have hccn requested even for foundations of
structures. In future. the large deformation behavior of foundation
should be analyzed to develop a reasonable concept for the
deformation performance. followed by establishing a limit state
design method for seismic deformation of structure foundation.
?, ) Establishment of reasonable seismic design for deep foundations
subjected to lateral flow oressure during earthquake. Judging from
the Jam age condition of cast-in-place bored piles in elevated
highways, although they behaved appropriately on the natural
deposit, they suffered damage on the reclaimed ground by the
liquefaction and/or lateral spreading of ground. Consequently, a
reasonable seismic design method for piles subjected to lateral
t1ow pressure during earthquake (so-called passive piles during
earthquake (Matsui [ 1993 ]) ) should be established. It is essential
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to sufficiently discuss how to deal with the lateral flow pressure
acting on pile groups and/or the evaluation method. Thl~ .<:.itumion
is the same for caisson foundation suhjected lO the lateral tlow
pressure.
4) Establishment of systematic seismic design for both foundation
and revetment in nearby area incluJincr selection of structun.:
position. In the Earthquake, foundaLions of structures which were
located at near collapsed revetments suffered severe damage.
Different design concepts had been used on revetments and
foundations located at around shorelines and the analysis to
examine the interaction hetwccn them had never been carried out.
Therefore, it is necessary to systematically design both foundations
and revetments. when a structure is constructed at around shoreline.
Figure 32 shnws the relationship between the residual lmeral
displacement of piers and the distance from revcw1ents on the
Hanshin Expressway No. 5 Bay Route. It is :;een from this figure
that the residual lateral displacement becomes smaller as increasing
the distance. In contrast, the piers located 1n the sea water near
revetments suffered almost no damage. Therefore, it would be
worthwhile to discuss a method for avoiding the effect of revetment
defonnation by selecting the position of piers.
5) Establishment of practical seismic desio-n for structure

foundation based on seismic coefficient. The practical .-;eismic
design for foundation of structures is usually carried out based on
the seismic coefficient method. From this point of view. if the
relation between the design seismic coefficient and the maximum
acceleration in seismic wave is approximately oht(.lined, th~
practical design should he facilitated. For gravity-type structures
in port and harbor facilities, a relationship between the \\'Orking
seismic coefficient and the max:imum acceleration of ground is
given as shown in Fig. 33 (Nod a eta! [ 1975 ]). It is desirable that
such relationships would be established for each of a variety of
structures.
6) Establishment of design criterion for liquefaction su~n:ptihilitv
of reclaimed fill and method for cstimatmcr the deterioration of

shear propertie'> by the partial liquefaction. Most of foundation
damage in reclaimed land was related with the liquefaction of
reclaimed fill. Therefore. it is essential to elucidate the mechanism
of liquefaction of reclaimed till, followed by establishing a design
criterion for liquefaction susceptibility of reclaimed fill. To do
this, it might be desirable to standardize the criterion, if possible.
Also. an estimation method for the deteriorations of shear strength
and dcfonnation modulus along the liquefaction process should
he established, together with an estimation method for ground
deformation due to lateral spreading.

Relevance to Remed1ation
7) Development of the methods for reasonable lnvesti~ation

evaluation. and reinforcement of damaged foundation of structures.
To investigate foundation damage of structures involves various
kinds of difliculties. 'I11crcfore, it is necessary to develop effective
and mexpensive investigation methods, together with a method
for evaluating the 5oundness of foundation. Also, guidelines are
needed for ranking Lhe damage and for judging removal/renewal
or reinforcement. Moreover, as for the reinforcement method, it is
important to evaluate the characteristics of hearing capacity and
deformation of damaged foundation, followed hy developing the
reinforcement methods. Because considerably damaged cast-inplace bored piles, for exarnpk. still kept tolerable lateral loading
capacity, there are many subjects for a further study.
8) Development of reasonable reinforcement methods for cxistinu
foundation without experience of severe seismic force. Although
the reinforcement methods previously described gives very useful
information, they were ~elected as remediation through discussing
for a comparatively short time JUSt after the Earthquake. Especially
in areas attacked hy frcqw:nt earthquakes, it is an important and
urgent issue to devclor most reasonable and economical
r·cinforcem-.·nt method:, for existing foundations, in order to
withstand very strong -;ei~mic force of destructive JO!and
earthquake.
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Fig.J3 Relationship between working se1smic coefficient and
maximum acceleration of ground
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Land." (in Japanese)
Relevance of Data Collection
9) Co!lection of sei~mic data of foundation and structure during
earthquake. No practical data to access the seismic behavior of
foundation were obtained during the Earthequake. It is obvious
that the measurements of foundation behavior during a real
earthquake would greatly contribute the progress of earthquakeproof technology. Strong efforts to try to measure it sould be needed
in future. However, at the present time, the seismic behavior should
be at least understood through seismic analyses using effective
stress soil models and also seismic modd tests mcluding centrifuge
tests.

10) Collection and quick disclosure of data of foundation damage
by earthquake. Information of foundation damage has not
sufficiently been collected so far, because too much expense is
needed. but such data are indispensable in order to further develop
earthquake-proof technology. Further efforts are needed to collect
more data of damage, followed by disclosing them quickly.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the foundation damage of structures and the
remediation methods and works in the Kobe Earthquake were
overviewed, followed by summarizmg essentials of n.:latcd subjects
and suggestions on the seismic design and remediation for a further
study.
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